Pearl Buck’s Civil
Rights Legacy,
1931 - 1951

Overview
Author and humanitarian Pearl S. Buck
supported many causes during her
lifetime, and her early support of the
American civil rights movement is among
the most important parts of her legacy.

Buck speaking at Howard University, June 1942
Source: Howard University
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Overview
Buck took a public stand against racism
shortly before her return to the United
States in the mid-1930s and then
became a key civil rights supporter in
crucial time in the battle for racial
equality.

Pearl Buck in 1950. National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian
Institution; bequest of Phyllis Fenner
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A Timeline of Her Life

China

Author

Activist

Humanitarian

Raised in China as child of
missionaries, teacher at
universities in Nanking

Her second novel, The Good
Earth, wins Pulitzer Prize in
1932. Buck becomes
international celebrity.

By 1941, Buck expands efforts
advocating for equality based
on race, gender, and ethnicity

Buck establishes Welcome
House & adoption agency.
Also advocates for children
with intellectual disabilities.
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Pearl Buck in China
• Until the publication of her second novel
The Good Earth in 1931, Buck was an
obscure figure in the United States.
• Grew up mostly in China as daughter of
missionaries
• Attended college in Virginia
• Married agricultural expert John Lossing
Buck after college
• Taught at universities in Nanking
Nanking University, 1920. Source: Public Domain
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Pearl Buck: Author
• Until the publication of her second novel The Good
Earth in 1931, Buck was an obscure figure in the
United States.
• Her debut novel, East Wind, West Wind, appeared a
year earlier to favorable reviews. Buck had also
written some guest contributions for publications.
• However, within a year, Buck had become a bestselling
writer in the country at the age of 40 and something
of an enigma.
• Buck was the bestselling novelist in the United States
in 1931 and 1932
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Pearl Buck, Early Rights
Advocate
• Buck quickly became associated with
the National Urban League, and then
later the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) as she supported equal rights
for Black citizens.
Mary McLeod Bethune and Eleanor Roosevelt. Source: National Park
Service

• Along with her friends Eleanor
Roosevelt and Mary McLeod Bethune,
Buck became a public supporter of the
civil rights movement through the
1930s and 1940s.
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Her Early Writings for the
National Urban League
Elmer Anderson Carter convinces Buck to
write two articles a year for Opportunity,
starting in late 1932.
The Opportunity commentaries are
widely reprinted in Black-owned
newspapers.

Carter writes about Pearl Buck in Opportunity, 1934. Source: National
Urban League
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A Letter from Abroad, 1934
• “Those who were lynched were my
countrymen. That their race was not mine
makes no difference they were my countrymen.

Because they were my countrymen, they had
every right, no matter what their crime, to the
privileges of the laws of our land.”
• “I am quite aware that there are those among
my countrymen who will say I do not understand
the race problem. I reply, I do understand it. I
have lived my life among colored races, a white
child, a white girl, a white woman with two
daughters. There is no aspect of the race
problem which I have not faced and completely
understood.”
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A Letter from
Abroad, Featured in
Black-owned
Newspapers

Source: The Pittsburgh Courier. Sat, Mar
10, 1934

The Nobel Prize, 1938
By 1938, Buck’s reputation as a national figure
changed when she received the Nobel Prize for
Literature. Among literary circles, her selection
was controversial.
But in America’s popular culture, the prize only
amplified Pearl Buck’s voice as a respected
national figure.

Source: University of Pennsylvania Photographer: Karl Sandels
Public domain via Wikimedia Commons
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Pearl Buck: Activist
• Buck begins to make very public statements
about civil rights and race prejudice in the
early 1940s.
• The first was a 2,300-word letter to the New
York Times in November 1941
• The second was her June 5, 1942 address at
Howard University
• She explains the change as a “certain
progression of common thought in a certain
period of time.”
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Pearl Buck: “Harlem
Seen As A Symbol”
“Your editorial of Nov. 12, ‘The Other Side of
Harlem,’ denies the basic cause for the situation
in our country of which the new manifestation of
crime in Harlem is only a symptom slight enough
for what it signifies,” Buck stated.
“Race prejudice and race prejudice alone is the
root of the plight of people in greater and lesser
Harlems all over our country.”
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Fought To End Segregated
Military Effort
“The swiftness with which this long - gathering despair has
come to a present head is due, perhaps, more than to any
other immediate cause, to the refusal of the majority of
defense industries to employ colored labor on anything
like an equal basis with white labor.
To the colored American this is final proof of the
hopelessness of his plight, that even in the defense of his
country he is not allowed his share of work.”
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The New York Times Editorials
The world’s most powerful newspaper
printed a series of editorials from Buck
through the war.
Buck wrote 14 editorials and letters in the
Times during the war, with many
discussing racial equality.
She also advocated for the Equal Rights
Amendment, opposed the death penalty,
and supported global equal rights.
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Pearl Buck: A Different Viewpoint
Black-owned newspapers often presented
a different perspective on Buck’s writings
about equality and the war.
“We believe that the voice of Miss Buck is
the voice America needs at this time. We
further believe that here is one of the
most pronounced and intelligent appeals
yet made for national unity in this
emergency,” the Pittsburgh Courier’s
editors wrote in a brief introduction to
Buck’s Times letter.
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1942; Buck Publishes
Essay Collection
“American Unity and Asia” represents the first of
Pearl Buck's efforts to confront equality during
World War II. It includes her New York Times letter
and public speeches about race relations, women's
rights, and the treatment of Japanese-Americans.
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Pearl Buck on
Censorship
"I know what is too often said these days,
that we give comfort to the enemy
when we criticize our Government and
each other."
"What we have to remember is that
being free people, a people
accustomed to freedom, nothing will so
take the heart out of us for fighting a
war for freedom as to have freedom
taken away from us at home."
Review in the Washington Evening Star, 1942.
Source: Chronicling America
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1943: “What America
Means To Me”
“What America Means To Me” was a collection of
essays on topics ranging from race relations to
the future of China and India.
The articles, with the exception of the Howard
University speech, appeared in mainstream or
liberal publications with one exception.
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Pearl Buck on Thomas
Jefferson
"We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.”
Buck would use Jefferson’s passage in her
book to argue for equality in America:
“Our country is founded upon human
equality and upon the freedom of
peoples.”
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“The Dark Shadow
The Ladies Home Journal turned down Buck’s “The Dark
Shadow,” a story about an unnamed mother and daughter in
Philadelphia who faced prejudice. The story was then read at a
Howard University commencement and included in Buck’s book
“What America Means to Me.”
Later, it became known that Mary Hinkson, a noted ballet dancer
in the Martha Graham Dance Company, was the young daughter.
Her father served in the army as a medical doctor with the
Tuskegee Airmen.

Buck wrote that prejudice is “a shadow over all of us and the
shadow is darkest over those who feel it the least and allow its
evil effects to go on.”
Mary Hinkson. Source: Library of Congress
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Pearl Buck: Howard
University Speech, 1942
• Her speech at Howard University in Washington, D.C., a
historically Black university, in May 1942 contained
elements of a world view that sought equality.
• “We cannot fight for freedom unless we fight for
freedom for all. We are not better than fascists if we
fight for freedom of one group and not another, for the
benefit of one race and not another, for the
aggrandizement of a part and not the betterment of the
whole. And we must be better than fascists.”

Buck speaking at Howard University, June 1942
Source: Howard University
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Some Black
Leaders
Thought That
Was Not
Enough

“But those of us who expected Miss Buck to give
us a formula of deliverance must have been
disappointed by her Howard address, for she
held out little hope for immediate corrections
and redresses such as the Negro rightly craves.
Miss Buck told us that prejudice is the crux of
the situation; but just how to quickly overcome
or destroy this her suggestions were rather
faltering.”
– Gordon Blaine Hancock, Columnist and Civil
Rights Leader
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And Some People Thought
Buck Went Too Far
By 1942, Buck’s writings also caught the FBI’s
attention. Agency reviewers considered her
comments about military segregation as
“sabotage” and criticized Buck’s connections to
what it considered a “Communist front” – the
American Civil Liberties Union – which opposed
segregation and the government’s internment of
Japanese-American citizens.

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, 1940
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FBI Concerned About Race
and the War Effort
Dossier on Buck included agency review of her
writings, her meetings and mail delivered to her
home in Bucks County.
In 1946, FBI concluded that Buck was not a
communist but she was a known public supporter
of racial equality and opponent of segregation.

1941 New York Times Letter As Reviewed
By Agency
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Pearl Buck and the
China Crisis
Pearl Buck’s commentary in her appearances and
writings between 1943 and 1950 were more
focused on China and the post-war world. Buck
also strongly opposed Chiang Kai-Shek, the
Nationalist China leader, and had at best a
lukewarm relationship with Winston Churchill.
Buck was still involved in the fight for equality but
her public efforts began to move to broader
cultural topics, with one exception ...
Newsreel footage from late 1940s
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"American Argument"
Pearl Buck and Eslanda Goode Robeson
debated race, Jim Crow laws,
segregation and other controversial
topics from their two differing
viewpoints.
The book was met with a mixed reception
from reviewers for its bold approach to
controversial issues.
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Pearl Buck:
Humanitarian
• The Bucks appeal to the Yoders for help
with the “Welcome House” project
• Pearl Buck also starts campaign to raise
awareness of children with intellectual
disabilities
• Many of her public interviews and
writings discussed those two efforts.
• Buck’s role as a public advocate for civil
rights is reduced into the 1950s
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A New Era: Welcome
House
Pearl Buck and Richard Walsh appealed for community
help to find homes for mixed-race children eligible for
adoption.
In the 1950s, the program was known nationally for
breaking down racial barriers.
Over the years, the Welcome House program matched
more than 7,000 children with adoptive families
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A Washington
Controversy
In January 1951, the Washington, D.C. school
district cancelled Pearl Buck's appearance at a
local high school because of her public stance
against desegregation in the federal district.
The cancellation sparked national outrage after
Buck published the speech via a third party in
national newspapers.
"Race prejudice is not the only prejudice in our
land," she told the students in her printed
speech. "Within one group there is prejudice. We
must not allow it in ourselves for any reason
whatsoever, for to the degree we allow it, we
deny human freedom. We must root out of
ourselves the denial of freedom before we can
fight for freedom."
The Washington Post commented, “If this be
subversive, what kind of doctrine would the
school board like our children to hear?”
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Pearl Buck's Civil
Rights Legacy
•

Early supporter of civil rights and equality
in the 1930s

•

Active in broadening the equality debate
in the 1940s to a national audience

•

“Welcome House” and adoption efforts
added to her legacy of tolerance and
acceptance

"The tragedy of the situation is that only a few
intelligent and brave souls like Mrs. Roosevelt,
Pearl Buck, and one or two others in the white
world are wise enough to see the picture as it
is.”
- Walter White, Executive Secretary, NAACP,
1942
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